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Abstract
This article proposes perspective-taking as an organizational capability to facilitate the knowledge integration 
that is widely posited as crucial to organizational learning and innovation. Building on psychological research 
at the individual level, the article examines how perspective-taking might be scaled to an organizational 
capability that can vary in strength and character. The article discusses how individual-level antecedents can be 
shaped to produce perspective-taking at the organizational level, and shows how perspective-taking capability 
might be a useful concept for strategic management by examining how it adds to absorptive capacity and 
ambidexterity research. 
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Success in innovation frequently demands integration of knowledge from multiple perspectives 
(Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Carlile and Rebentisch, 2003; Grant, 1996; Zahra and George, 2002). 
One theme that cuts across many efforts to build theory about knowledge integration is that people 
with different types of knowledge are psychologically isolated from one another even when they 
are in close contact, and efforts to bring perspectives together often lack legitimacy (Adner and 
Levinthal, 2008; Dougherty, 1992). Reports of successful integration efforts through legitimating 
structural mechanisms (e.g. cross-functional teams) often suggest that firms rely on unreliable 
processes such as chance or individual rule-breaking to achieve success (Adner and Levinthal, 
2008; Carlile, 2002; Dougherty and Heller, 1994). What seems to be missing is a clear sense of 
how the successes of individuals and small groups might be aggregated and proliferated to reliably 
support knowledge integration. 

In this article, we draw on psychological theories of knowledge development and perspective-
taking (defined as the adoption of another person’s viewpoint; Parker and Axtell, 2001) to con-
sider how perspectives develop and how the cultivation of an ability to adopt different perspectives 
might be useful to organizations. From these micro-level foundations, we build theory about how 
perspective-taking might be scaled into an organizational capability. Consistent with its meaning 
in social and cognitive psychology, we define perspective-taking primarily as a process of 
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internally imagining the viewpoint of another. Such a process may and, perhaps, should involve 
communication across perspectives, but this is not required (cf. Boland and Tenkasi, 1995: 358). 
We emphasize perspective-taking as a process of motivated, situational cognition (Barsalou, 
2008) that facilitates specific social bonds among all sorts of people, whether or not they possess 
specialized knowledge (Galinsky et al., 2005). Consistent with such a characterization, we focus 
on factors that are relatively independent of the process of individuals and groups identifying their 
own knowledge and its limitations (cf. Boland and Tenkasi, 1995). Our view is that all organiza-
tional members are capable of perspective-taking and yet usually do not engage in it (cf. Boland 
and Tenkasi, 1995). Because we cast organizational perspective-taking capability as involving 
discretionary activity to support knowledge integration, our proposal requires explicit acknowl-
edgment of this motivational breakdown.

Felin and Foss (2005, 2006) observed that processes for aggregating micro-level phenomena 
into macro-level processes in organization studies are often underspecified. We contribute to the 
literature concerned with the knowledge integration aspect of organizational learning by explain-
ing how the psychological process of perspective-taking might be scaled into an organizational 
capability to support knowledge integration efforts. We begin by discussing the development of 
perspectives and perspective-taking in individuals. Next, we detail perspective-taking as an 
organizational capability. We conclude the article by examining how a perspective-taking capa-
bility might contribute to other research streams in strategic organization.

Perspectives and perspective-taking in individuals
A perspective, or point of view, implies some combination of perception and knowledge that is 
organized to meet a goal. For instance, an entrepreneur’s perspective on a neighborhood cafe 
might organize perceptions of the physical setting (e.g. traffic and location) with knowledge of 
the cafe’s operating costs in order to make a judgment about whether the cafe is a desirable busi-
ness to purchase and expand to include a bar for evening revenue. A manager’s perspective on the 
cafe might organize these same pieces of knowledge but arrive at a different conclusion about the 
desirability of adding a bar because of concerns about the complexities of managing day and 
evening businesses in the same location. An academic might note that cafes and bars are among 
the businesses most likely to fail.

Research on knowledge development in individuals provides an interesting window on the 
development of perspectives. Although many details are open to debate, psychologists generally 
agree that knowledge is represented in memory in terms of cases, or exemplars, based on our prior 
experience of the world, and in terms of larger structures called categories that identify groups 
of exemplars. Defining an exemplar in a psychologically precise manner can be tricky (Murphy, 
2002), but exemplars essentially correspond to instances of experience rather than distinct physical 
or conceptual entities (Nosofsky, 1988). As a consequence, an individual’s knowledge of a given 
domain may look very different depending upon the structure of his or her prior experiences. For 
instance, a manager who works in the same cafe for a year is building up a set of exemplars for the 
category ‘cafe’, and even for a more abstract knowledge structure such as ‘how a small business 
functions’ that may be equal in size to a set of exemplars built by an entrepreneur who sees several 
different cafes over that time frame. Although people do separately identify individuals (i.e. cafes), 
it is likely that the influence of frequency of prior exemplars persists when judgments are made 
(Barsalou et al., 1998). Thus, our hypothetical manager and entrepreneur may think and act as 
if they have equivalent knowledge of ‘how a small business functions’, though the content and 
consequences of their thoughts and actions will likely differ.
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Because each individual is exposed to different sets of perceptual experiences, often with different 
goals, each builds different knowledge. Thus, even when people seem to have much in common, 
their perspectives may differ substantially. Differences between individuals’ perspectives may be 
even larger when they experience systematically divergent environments. One relevant example 
of systematic differences occurs when people develop expertise in a common domain through 
different professional paths. Perspectives derived through a profession may share many com-
monalities due to similarities in initial training, perceptual experience on the job and the goals of 
the profession. Importantly, such perspectives might differ markedly from others within the same 
domain that developed through a different professional pathway. For example, managers might 
hold views of management that systematically differ from those of academics who study man-
agement. Although one might argue that these differences would disappear at the highest knowl-
edge levels, research involving different types of experts within the same domain suggests that 
differing goals of professional specialties create differences in the structure of knowledge even 
among experts (Lynch et al., 2000; Medin et al., 1997). Therefore, even experts might systemati-
cally diverge in their judgments on the prospects of a given cafe or more generally on the keys 
to performance of a new venture. Because the type of knowledge obtained from multiple per-
spectives does not necessarily converge as the level of knowledge increases, considering different 
perspectives on a given phenomenon might yield important insights not obtainable from a single 
perspective.

In organizations, identifiable perspectives are often associated with organizational or professional 
roles. This connection of perspectives to roles suggests that perspectives in organizations will often 
be recognized at the group level of analysis (Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Carlile, 2002; Dougherty, 
1992). Indeed, some critical mass of strength in numbers, hierarchical power, personal attributes, 
network position, or specialized knowledge may be a prerequisite for any given perspective to be said 
to exist in an organization.

Many scholars have noted that differences in perspectives can simultaneously spur and limit 
organizational learning and innovation (e.g. Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Carlile, 2002, 2004; 
Dougherty, 1992). Clashes among perspectives can be resolved in many ways, from brute force 
applications of power to delicate negotiations to tacit avoidance. At the individual level, one 
mechanism for resolving such differences that has received sustained research attention is 
perspective-taking.

The process of taking another’s perspective is usually construed as an imaginative process (e.g. 
what would it be like to stand in another’s shoes?) and, if we return to our opening cafe example 
for a moment, we can easily confirm that we can place ourselves mentally in the shoes of a cus-
tomer, owner, or manager. The imaginative process might be even easier if we were to stand 
behind the counter or sit in the owner’s office (Storms, 1973). As a cognitive process of imagining 
oneself in another’s shoes, perspective-taking has often been considered conceptually distinct 
from affective processes such as empathy or perceptual processes that accompany changes in 
one’s physical location or direct communication with others, but these distinctions are sometimes 
blurred in practice (e.g. Parker and Axtell, 2001; Storms, 1973). At other times, cognitive, affective 
and perceptual perspective-taking are empirically separated but then claimed to be conceptually 
related (e.g. Galinsky et al., 2006). Construed broadly, perspective-taking might be seen to encom-
pass affective, perceptual and cognitive dimensions. Indeed, recent theory integrating affect, per-
ception and knowledge suggests that perspective-taking may be a form of situationally motivated, 
or grounded cognition (Barrett, 2006; Barsalou, 2008). Theories of grounded cognition propose 
that people imagine both perceptual and attitudinal phenomena by enacting simulations that 
organize prior knowledge according to some perspective-related goal (Barsalou, 1999; for a 
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review, see Barsalou, 2008). To the extent that people do not have direct experience of a perspective, 
they imagine it based on related knowledge they do possess (Barsalou, 1999). In the cafe example, 
we mentally simulate what it is like to survey the cafe as a manager or prospective owner would 
by drawing on our knowledge of what is important to managers or entrepreneurs.

Supporting this view of perspective-taking as enactment of simulations based on perceived 
knowledge, researchers have found that perspective-taking is somewhat effective at capturing 
other perspectives (e.g. Epley et al., 2004; Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000). That is, perspective-
taking can reduce but does not necessarily eliminate stereotyping and other biases in adjustments 
from one’s own knowledge to the knowledge of others (Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000; Epley et al., 
2004). Perspective-taking is imperfect, but it improves when people are highly motivated to be 
accurate (Epley et al., 2004). Because perspective-taking relies on perceived knowledge about the 
other perspective, one can also expect that the knowledge level about the other perspective (but not 
necessarily knowledge level about the domain; cf. Nückles and Bromme, 2002) would impact the 
accuracy of perspective-taking.1 Indeed, even as perspective-taking sometimes reduces stereo-
types, perspective-takers who have little specialized knowledge also have been shown to rely on 
stereotypes to provide knowledge about another perspective (Galinsky et al., 2008c). Following 
Barsalou’s (1999) proposal that people use the knowledge they have, laypersons asked to adopt an 
academic’s perspective on the cafe might be expected to confound this perspective with those of 
managers, entrepreneurs, or even customers (e.g. ‘professors like coffee!’), leading to poor accuracy 
in perspective-taking.

Despite its imperfections, perspective-taking has been shown to produce a range of interesting 
outcomes that share a common theme of improved cooperation between perspective-takers and 
others whose perspectives are taken (for a review, see Galinsky et al., 2005). For instance, Parker 
and Axtell (2001) showed that employees who adopted the perspective of internal suppliers 
(other employees of the same firm) engaged in more cooperative behaviors toward these suppliers. 
Parker and Axtell (2001) also found that taking the perspective of one’s supplier had no effect on 
behavior toward members of the perspective-taking employees’ own team. This finding is impor-
tant because it illustrates the target-specific nature of perspective-taking (Galinsky et al., 2005). 
Perspective-taking promotes only consideration of specific alternative views and is not a more 
general mechanism to encourage either alternative consideration or the formation of social bonds in 
organizations. Galinsky et al. (2005) envision perspective-taking as an important mechanism to 
form specific social bonds and thereby facilitate social coordination. If scalable, such a mechanism 
could form an important capability to deliver on the promise of knowledge integration.

From individual to organization: Perspective-taking as an 
organizational capability
Organizational capabilities are patterned activity oriented to specific objectives (Winter, 2003). Like 
knowledge or skill sets at the individual level, capabilities imply a certain level of reliability in 
response production (Gavetti, 2005). Like routines, capabilities are detailed and specific in their 
operation (Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000). But whereas routines may often be task-specific, capabili-
ties operate at a level of abstraction sufficiently higher than the individual task such that they provide 
management ‘a set of decision options for producing significant outputs of a particular type’ (Winter, 
2003: 991). Thus, capabilities can be generalized across multiple routines (Winter, 2003).

The presence of both a general and a specific component in perspective-taking suggests a poten-
tial fit with the idea of a capability. Perspective-taking in individuals is a general ability to adopt 
others’ viewpoints, but it is not a general tendency to do so. Rather, perspective-taking occurs when 
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there are specific others whose views are considered by the perspective-taker to be salient to some 
objective (Galinsky et al., 2005). Perspective-taking is motivated cognition, and thus potentially 
manageable. One interesting indication of the potential utility of articulating perspective-taking as 
a capability is the evidence that firms often seem to lack a mechanism to engage this pattern of 
activity with any reliability. In two separate streams of research, Dougherty (1992; Dougherty and 
Heller, 1994) and Carlile (2002, 2004; Carlile and Rebentisch, 2003) and their colleagues have 
clearly articulated the importance of and barriers to knowledge integration in innovation. Most of 
this research focuses on finding ways for specialist groups to represent their knowledge to others 
or, alternatively, to reflect on the boundary between their own knowledge and that of others (cf. 
Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Carlile, 2002; Carlile and Rebentisch, 2003; Dougherty, 1992). Important 
as this activity is, we argue that it is incomplete without consideration of how and whether individu-
als and groups posit the views of others. Each stream contains examples of how either perspective-
taking or the failure to engage in it affected knowledge integration.

Consider this statement from Dougherty and Heller’s (1994) study of innovation in established 
firms:

The big issue is when I tell research people what I need in the marketplace, they don’t believe it. I kept 
telling them that I couldn’t sell that polymer in this market, and they kept coming back with the same 
polymer. Finally, I wrote out a three-page memo detailing all the attributes I needed. Then I took Fred and 
Bob out and introduced them to customers, and sat down with customers. . . . Suddenly, everything I’ve 
been saying they now say we need. (Dougherty and Heller, 1994: 209)

In this vignette, Dougherty and Heller (1994) report on a successful use of forced perspective-
taking as a kind of last resort. Only when forced did research personnel adopt the perspective of 
the salesperson. Now consider Carlile’s (2002: 449–50) ‘across-boundary’ vignette, in which a 
manufacturing engineer (Mick) tries to communicate with design engineers about problems in the 
design of a valve:

In the next OVRV design and review meeting, Mick made the same points, but now with an up-to-date 
assembly drawing that reflected the current design. Mick’s arguments were no different from the ones he 
had made before, but they had a very different impact now that the assembly drawing reflected the specs, 
tolerances and locations of critical sealing surfaces that were ‘at stake’ for the design engineers. (Carlile, 
2002: 450)

Here, no perspective-taking happens, and knowledge integration only begins when a document 
(a ‘boundary object’ for Carlile, 2002) is presented that represents knowledge that indepen-
dently allows the same conclusion from each perspective. Although Carlile (2002) has certainly 
touched on an important source of knowledge integration in his discussion of boundary objects, 
his analysis also notes that this document comes into existence very late in the innovation pro-
cess. Perspective-taking might provide an independent path to knowledge integration that, far 
from a last resort or a downstream consequence of the creation of boundary objects, could serve 
as a partial organizer of knowledge integration activities. In addition to the possibility that 
boundary objects facilitate perspective-taking (Boland and Tenkasi, 1995), we propose that an 
organizational capability in perspective-taking might aid in the identification of candidate 
boundary objects.

Framing perspective-taking as a capability also implies that it may develop, which suggests 
variance within organizations over time and, at a given time, variance across organizations. 
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At the individual level, research shows that perspective-takers may use stereotypes of other per-
spectives to guide their judgments (Galinsky et al., 2008c), but perspective-taking can also 
reduce stereotyping (Galinsky and Moskowitz, 2000) and improve information use (Epley et al., 
2004). Because stereotypes represent commonly held beliefs about another perspective, this 
research also indirectly suggests that individuals and, perhaps, firms might become more sophis-
ticated in their perspective-taking as they develop better knowledge from multiple viewpoints. 
Better knowledge within the firm about various perspectives furthers the knowledge-based view 
of the firm’s emphasis on coordination, learning and identity (Kogut and Zander, 1996). Evidence 
of both stereotyping and its reduction through learning across perspectives is available in prior 
accounts of knowledge integration in innovation teams (e.g. Carlile, 2002; Dougherty, 1992; 
Dougherty and Heller, 1994). This variation suggests that perspective-taking might differ in its 
strength and character across firms and across time as individual firms’ capabilities develop. 
Overall, we think that perspective-taking demonstrates meaningful indications of a potential 
capability that has clear microfoundations in individual-level social cognition. Figure 1 presents 
our model, which we describe in the following pages.

Dimensions of perspective-taking
One reason that a perspective-taking capability might vary across firms and across time is that 
individual perspective-taking has been discussed in terms of cognitive, affective and perceptual 
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dimensions, and the ‘patterned activity’ (Winter, 2003) of a capability could coalesce around 
different combinations of these dimensions. In this section, we briefly describe each dimension 
(see also Figure 1).

Cognitive perspective-taking. The cognitive dimension, which is most frequently articulated as the 
conceptual core of individual perspective-taking (Galinsky et al., 2005; Parker and Axtell, 2001), 
retains a central role in an organizational capability. Organizations might be said to engage in 
cognitive perspective-taking when they have established patterns of action where members routinely 
consider specific other perspectives that are relevant to their work, imagine how the holders of 
those perspectives think, and then either take these views into account or make a decision to ignore 
them after consideration. Cognitive perspective-taking is an imaginative process that may benefit 
from, but does not require solicitation of another’s perspective. A question associated with this 
dimension is ‘How do they think about this and how is that relevant to us?’

The cognitive dimension of perspective-taking has, perhaps, received more attention in organi-
zational settings relative to other dimensions. Existing research shows that organizational partici-
pants frequently do know something about the knowledge of others from different specialties, even 
if they do not use this knowledge (Carlile, 2002; Dougherty, 1992; Dougherty and Heller, 1994). 
For instance, Dougherty (1992) notes that people are aware of the concerns of other perspectives 
(thought worlds, for Dougherty), but they largely choose not to relate to them. The cognitive 
dimension of perspective-taking taps this knowledge of other perspectives.

Affective perspective-taking. Organizations might be said to engage in affective perspective-taking 
when they have established patterns of action where members view other perspectives as legiti-
mate and worthy of respect. A question associated with this dimension is ‘How do they feel about 
this and how can we show respect for their feelings?’ Affective perspective-taking is important 
because it is a mechanism for prosocial integration across perspectives. Indeed, prosocial motiva-
tion, which refers to ‘concern for others’, can cause perspective-taking (Grant and Berry, in press). 
Although affect has been posited in terms of cognition (for review, see Barrett, 2006), affective 
perspective-taking clearly makes use of different knowledge and goals from cognitive perspective-
taking (Galinsky et al., 2008a). At higher levels of analysis, it has long been recognized that orga-
nizations may develop cultures that emphasize knowledge of and respect for others’ feelings while 
remaining relatively low in behaviors that might be associated with cognitive perspective-taking 
(e.g. Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967).

Perceptual perspective-taking. Perceptual perspective-taking in individuals involves taking perceptual 
vantage points of others (e.g. Storms, 1973). Organizations might be said to engage in percep-
tual perspective-taking when they have established patterns of action where members routinely use 
communication and information systems (cf. Boland and Tenkasi, 1995) or other perceptual devices 
to inquire about other perspectives. For instance, members of one group might construct a dash-
board of metrics used by another perspective in order to ‘see’ from this view. Alternatively, people 
might directly ask others to describe their perspectives (e.g. Shelton and McNamera, 2004). The 
example given earlier from Dougherty and Heller’s (1994) work, in which customers are asked to 
describe their perspective to research people, illustrates this strategy. A question associated with 
perceptual perspective-taking is ‘How do they perceive this and how does it differ from our view?’ 
Perceptual perspective-taking is important because it is a mechanism for inquiring across perspec-
tives. This mechanism of active inquiry highlights the fact that perspective-taking can be, but does 
not have to be an isolated cognitive or affective exercise. Perceptual perspective-taking may be 
useful to unearth boundary objects where adjustments from one perspective to another can be 
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experienced (cf. Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Carlile, 2002). An interesting question is whether 
perceptual perspective-taking can exist in the absence of cognitive or affective perspective-taking. 
In principle, it seems possible that organizational members could solicit information on others’ 
perspectives out of mere procedural compliance, without considering them in any way. Yet as we 
note in the next section, this is probably not likely to result in development of a useful capability.

Consequences of a perspective-taking capability
Our discussion of perspective-taking capability suggests that the major proximal consequence of 
this capability is improved knowledge integration, a process whereby knowledge of multiple 
specialists is transformed into something usable by the firm as a whole (Carlile, 2004; Grant, 
1996). Knowledge integration has been viewed as particularly critical to firm innovation and 
performance in fast-moving industries (Grant, 1996), perhaps because it is in these situations 
where the most novel changes occur between the time that prior knowledge is stored and the time 
at which it is retrieved for use (Carlile and Rebentisch, 2003). As Figure 1 shows, perspective-
taking capability might also have implications for related concepts such as absorptive capacity 
(Cohen and Levinthial, 1990) and ambidexterity (Benner and Tushman, 2003). We discuss these 
issues later in the article.

Not all knowledge to be integrated in organizations is technical knowledge, and not all possible 
integrations of knowledge (technical or otherwise) are likely to lead to positive firm performance. 
The mix of perspective-taking dimensions (i.e. affective, cognitive, perceptual) embodied in a 
particular firm’s capability could conceivably result in a range of effects on the amount and quality 
of knowledge integration. For instance, a firm with a disproportionate endowment of affective 
perspective-taking might be a very positive place to work in some ways, but one could imagine that 
too much empathy might be wasteful as different knowledge perspectives seek to achieve consen-
sus out of respect for others beyond the point of any real value-added. Though some form of 
knowledge integration might be facilitated in this scenario, its effects may be of relatively low 
value. A longer term consequence of this sort of pattern might be to interfere with the perspective-
making activities that are critical for the development of specialized knowledge in a firm (Boland 
and Tenkasi, 1995). Thus, a capability too heavily weighted toward affective perspective-taking 
might undermine knowledge integration in the short run and over longer periods.

Too little affective perspective-taking relative to cognitive perspective-taking might also lead 
to low-value knowledge integration if it causes different knowledge communities to engage in 
perspective-taking only to further their own goals at the expense of others (Galinsky et al., 
2008a). Both affective and cognitive perspective-taking must be sufficiently supported by per-
ceptual perspective-taking in order for communication across perspectives to be able to be used 
in a planned way to uncover integrative solutions and boundary objects that facilitate them 
(Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; Carlile, 2002). Yet perceptual perspective-taking can also be too 
strong relative to other dimensions. For instance, it is relatively easy to imagine a firm in which 
inquiring into others’ perspectives becomes an expected routine that is not supported by any real 
perceptions of its value on the part of the inquirers. Such perfunctory perspective-taking seems 
unlikely to yield benefits.

All of this suggests that perspective-taking dimensions do not necessarily work as independent, 
additive effects to produce a capability. One particularly important combination is the joint develop-
ment of cognitive and affective perspective-taking. Dougherty (1992) suggests that collective action 
is necessary to overcome institutional barriers to new product innovation, and affective perspective-
taking has been shown to be associated with behaviors that extend collaboration across perspectives 
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(Parker and Axtell, 2001). Empathy might be a critical component for building tolerance for diverse 
opinions in organizations, but affective perspective-taking alone may be insufficient to produce real 
knowledge integration because people can imagine how others feel and even want to respect their 
feelings without wanting to incorporate their knowledge.

Research by Galinsky et al. (2008a) illustrates why affective perspective-taking might be 
ineffective as a base for knowledge integration. In three studies pitting affective (empathy) 
against cognitive perspective-taking, Galinsky et al. (2008a) found that cognitive, but not affective 
perspective-taking led to improved negotiation performance. This finding held when negotiators 
needed to discover common ground underlying seemingly incompatible positions (Galinsky et al., 
2008a: Studies 1 and 2), and when individuals needed to navigate multiple issues with different 
priorities to each party (Study 3). However, Galinsky et al. (2008a) noted that their observations 
of the superiority of cognitive to affective perspective-taking might not be as clear cut in longer 
relationships. These observations suggest that affective perspective-taking alone might be insuf-
ficient to produce real knowledge integration, but cognitive perspective-taking alone might fall 
short when relationships are long term (Galinsky et al., 2008a). In particular, we note that it is 
possible to consider carefully what others think and how those thoughts are relevant to one’s own 
perspective without caring about others’ outcomes or well-being. Yet treating others as if they are 
unimportant might diminish creative motivation (Ford, 1996; Litchfield, 2008), which is a likely 
precursor to the creativity required in many knowledge integration efforts. Thus, the combination 
of cognitive and affective perspective-taking may be one key to building a perspective-taking 
capability that will aid innovation.

A second potentially important combination of dimensions is the joint development of cogni-
tive and perceptual perspective-taking. Perceptual perspective-taking has been shown to influ-
ence social judgment (Storms, 1973), but connections between individual and organization in 
perceptual perspective-taking are more difficult to find. One thing that does not seem to produce 
perceptual perspective-taking is participation in cross-functional teams, probably because mem-
bers are usually assigned as representatives of a particular perspective (Carlile, 2002; Dougherty, 
1992). Yet it might not be necessary to go so far as to actually experience alternative perspectives. 
Psychological research shows that relatively accurate perceptual perspective-taking can be facili-
tated by verbal descriptions of other perspectives when perspective-takers are actively trying to 
construct the perspective (Shelton and McNamara, 2004). This is an interesting finding because, 
in their discussion of perspective-taking in organizations, Boland and Tenkasi (1995) specifically 
conceptualized perspective-taking as activities involved with the communication of perspectives. 
Because perceptual perspective-taking based on verbal description implies the creation of a con-
ceptual ‘vision’ that is different from the literal vision of perception, perceptual and cognitive 
perspective-taking may frequently commingle. Boland and Tenkasi (1995) suggest that the cre-
ation of maps that visually represent cognitive perspectives can facilitate perspective-taking. In a 
study of change, Nutt (1986) found that the most successful implementation tactic involved sharing 
detailed descriptions of managers’ perspectives and, frequently, soliciting perspectives of employees. 
Thus, the combination of cognitive and perceptual perspective-taking may be a second key to 
building a perspective-taking capability.

Consider the contrasting statements ‘I’ll believe it when I see it’, and ‘I’ll see it when I believe it’ 
(Weick, 1976). Our proposal is that perspective-taking facilitates both seeing and believing, and is 
well positioned to aid knowledge integration because it connects to processes that begin with per-
ception as well as those that begin with belief. Combining cognitive and perceptual dimensions of 
perspective-taking facilitates the former; combining cognitive and affective dimensions facilitates 
the latter. In sum, we expect that a firm’s perspective-taking capability will be most likely to lead to 
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beneficial knowledge integration effects when the crucial cognitive dimension of perspective-taking 
is augmented and balanced by affective and perceptual perspective-taking.

Antecedents to perspective-taking capability
To move from describing perspective-taking as something that can happen to describing perspective-
taking as a deployable capability requires an understanding of factors that increase its likelihood 
and aggregate it to the firm level. Here, we focus on prominent individual-level antecedents identi-
fied by prior research related to each of the three dimensions (see Figure 1). In the next section, we 
consider how to strengthen links between antecedents and perspective-taking, and how to aggregate 
perspective-taking across levels.

As our ‘key question’ above suggests, cognitive perspective-taking is driven by awareness of 
other perspectives and a belief that such perspectives are relevant to one’s goals. Awareness of 
other perspectives is necessary for perspective-taking, but awareness does not seem to be a major 
stumbling block to consistent perspective-taking in organizations (e.g. Dougherty, 1992). What 
does seem to be in short supply is the perception that taking others’ perspectives will help in 
achieving one’s own goals. Indeed, it is striking how infrequently this perception of the goal 
relevance of others’ perspectives is on display in the streams of research reviewed earlier (cf. 
Carlile, 2002; Dougherty, 1992). It is also notable that, when people do see the relevance of others’ 
perspectives to their own goals, cognitive perspective-taking may be facilitated (Dougherty and 
Heller, 1994). Individuals (Locke, 2000) and organizations (Cyert and March, 1963) use goals as 
fundamental organizers of attention. Even if one is aware of other perspectives, active consider-
ation of these perspectives is more likely when such consideration is perceived as relevant to 
achieving one’s own goals.

People engage in affective perspective-taking at work when they perceive that they are more than 
superficially similar to others (Williams et al., 2007), when they have had more interaction with 
members of other perspectives (Parker and Axtell, 2001) and/or when prosocial goals are relevant 
(Grant and Berry, in press). Parker and Axtell (2001) investigated a specific type of interaction, a 
supplier relationship, in which contact might be likely to foster cooperation. Given that some types 
of interactions seem not to foster perspective-taking (e.g. ‘mere’ participation in a cross-functional 
team; Dougherty, 1992), questions about what constitutes a productive climate for interaction to lead 
to affective perspective-taking do seem to warrant additional research. Grant and Berry’s (in press) 
finding that priming prosocial goals causes perspective-taking is interesting because it shows that a 
variety of integrative goals might have value as antecedents to perspective-taking.

Neither cognitive nor affective perspective-taking requires holders of one perspective to 
inquire directly about the perspective of another. Indeed, one might only expect inquiries across 
perspectives to take the form ‘How do you see this?’ when people perceive that their knowledge 
of another perspective is insufficient to accomplish their goals. In practice, this suggests that 
naturally occurring perceptual perspective-taking is typically driven by a belief that one does not 
understand another perspective (i.e. cannot imagine it through cognitive or affective perspective-
taking), and that this perspective would be helpful (e.g. might be goal-related) or otherwise valued 
(e.g. to show appropriate respect). Our conception of antecedents to perceptual perspective-taking 
highlights a unique aspect of our dimensionalization of perspective-taking: we posit that com-
munities of knowing in organizations first resort to cognitive or affective perspective-taking in 
isolation, and only inquire directly into other perspectives using perceptual perspective-taking 
when isolated perspective-taking is perceived as inadequate and perspective-taking is still viewed 
as important.
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Strengthening perspective-taking and aggregating across levels: The roles of power

We propose power as an aggregating mechanism to scale perspective-taking to an organizational 
capability. In this section, we first discuss complex effects of power at the individual level. Then, 
we examine how power might be used to aggregate perspective-taking to higher levels of analysis. 
As we discuss below and depict in Figure 1, the most relevant aspects of power may depend on 
the level of analysis and whether the focus is on initiation or maintenance of perspective-taking 
capability.

Power and antecedents of individual perspective-taking.  At the individual level of analysis, power can 
be construed as the ability to influence others, or as independence from others’ influence (Galinsky 
et al., 2008b). Individuals’ power affects the occurrence of their own perspective-taking in com-
plex ways. For instance, power can dampen the effects of antecedents on perspective-taking 
(Galinsky et al., 2006). Specifically, power has been shown to lead individuals to fail to appreciate 
that others do not share their perspective-specific knowledge, suggesting that power reduces cog-
nitive perspective-taking by dampening effects of awareness of other perspectives (Galinsky et al., 
2006: Experiment 2). Individuals instructed as part of an experiment to draw an ‘E’ on their fore-
head were more likely to draw it in a self-focused (i.e. backward to viewers) direction when high 
rather than low in power, suggesting that power might reduce perceptual perspective-taking 
(Galinsky et al., 2006: Experiment 1). Powerful individuals also are more likely to view others as 
objects rather than as people, suggesting that power attenuates people’s feelings of similarity 
toward others (Gruenfeld et al, 2008). Thus, power might lessen affective perspective-taking (see 
also Galinsky et al., 2006: Experiment 3).

However, power might also increase perspective-taking. Power leads people to view others in 
terms of others’ potential to be useful in reaching goals (Gruenfeld et al., 2008). Experimental 
data show that powerful individuals are more willing to engage with others who they perceive to 
be dissimilar when doing so aids an active goal (Gruenfeld et al., 2008: Experiment 4). Yet pow-
erful people lost interest in others once that goal was no longer active (Gruenfeld et al., 2008: 
Experiment 5). These findings suggest that power might enhance effects of perceived goal-
relevance of other perspectives on cognitive (and perhaps, indirectly, perceptual) perspective-
taking. In addition, Overbeck and Park (2006) found that individuals assigned to managerial roles 
in an experiment altered their behavior depending upon whether they were pursuing goals to 
promote ‘employee engagement’ or ‘task productivity’. Thus, power might increase affective 
perspective-taking if prosocial goals are salient.

In reconciling diverse findings with regard to power at the individual level, Galinsky et al. 
(2008b: 1462) noted that ‘power increases goal-directed behavior and cognition’. Our discussion 
of antecedents noted that integrative motivation, whether cast in terms of goal relevance of task or 
prosocial concerns, plays an important part in facilitating perspective-taking. Together, these 
insights suggest that the strength of associations between individual antecedents and perspective-
taking should increase when power is deployed within perspectives in ways that increase the 
salience of integrative goals (Galinsky et al., 2008b).

Power as an aggregation mechanism.  Individual-level research addresses the frequency of employee 
perspective-taking. However, a capability must be deployable (Winter, 2003), which means that 
aggregation to this level must be more than a matter of frequency of activity at a lower level. We 
also conceive power as aggregating perspective-taking to create and maintain an organizational 
capability. Although there are many approaches to understanding power in organizations, Lawrence 
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and colleagues have developed a framework linking power to organizational learning that provides 
some insight into how power might work as an aggregating mechanism for perspective-taking 
capability (Lawrence et al., 2001, 2005).

According to Lawrence et al. (2001), it is important to consider whether power is episodic 
(i.e. applied in discrete activations) or systemic (i.e. embedded in routines), and whether power 
acknowledges the agency of others or treats them as objects. Lawrence et al. (2001) label the two 
forms of episodic power influence, which recognizes the agency of others, and force, which does 
not. Lawrence et al. (2005) propose that taking others’ agency into account may be important to the 
initial survival of an idea in a group (i.e. using influence). In contexts where knowledge integra-
tion is an important goal, influence may be useful at the individual level to interpret the meaning 
of integrative goals in ways that lead to perspective-taking. In the example from Dougherty and 
Heller’s (1994) study, efforts of salespeople to influence research staff led the research staff to 
interpret their own integrative goals in ways that resulted in perspective-taking. In Figure 1, 
influence is principally seen in the first set of links between antecedents and individual-level 
perspective-taking.

However, Lawrence et al. (2005) note that treating targets as objects (i.e. using force) is often 
required to develop shared understandings at the organizational level. In practice, this might require 
that members of the dominant coalition (Cyert and March, 1963) hold goals for integrating knowl-
edge across perspectives and use force to initially instantiate perspective-taking as a means to 
accomplish that integration. Figure 1 depicts these efforts as affecting the occurrence of perspective-
taking across individuals and groups, and also as affecting the mix of perspective-taking that is 
aggregated across levels. Managers have many tools of force at their disposal, including setting 
agendas, reporting requirements and other hierarchical orders (Lawrence et al., 2005). Yet over 
time, the need to apply episodic power in each specific instance is exactly the sort of unreliable 
mechanism that perspective-taking capability seeks to circumvent. To maintain and further develop 
a perspective-taking capability, some form of systemic power must be applied.

We focus on two variants of systemic power that Lawrence et al. (2005) identified as relevant 
to learning. The first, domination, refers to systemic power that defines the range of available 
behaviors (Lawrence et al., 2005). With domination, learning processes are embedded in and struc-
tured by, among other things, information systems and physical work environments (Lawrence 
et al., 2005). Such an approach might apply perspective-taking capability through information 
systems that require input adopting other perspectives, by arranging work layouts so that employees 
likely to hold different perspectives will be in close contact on a routine basis (i.e. not just during 
cross-functional meetings), or possibly even using new forms of organization that recognize different 
knowledge perspectives (Dougherty, 2001). Mechanisms based on domination might strengthen 
links between awareness antecedents and cognitive perspective-taking, as well as strengthening the 
relationship between employee interaction and affective perspective-taking by altering the nature 
of interactions. Domination mechanisms such as communication systems and physical layout 
might also increase perceptual perspective-taking by easing the path to inquiring about others’ 
perspectives (Boland and Tenkasi, 1995).

The second type of systemic power identified by Lawrence et al. (2005), discipline, alters the 
costs and benefits associated with specific behaviors. Learning processes are disciplined through 
practices such as socialization, training, teamwork and even compensation (Lawrence et al., 2005). 
Organizational socialization and retention mechanisms develop perceptions of similarity (Schneider, 
1987), suggesting a path for this type of power to increase affective perspective-taking. Compensation 
practices, training, socialization and teamwork are all possible ways of strengthening the goal-
relatedness of other perspectives in support of cognitive perspective-taking. Figure 1 shows the 
roles of domination and discipline in maintaining a perspective-taking capability.
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Perspective-taking capability might be deployed through any or all of these approaches to 
increase the salience of integrative goals. In Figure 1, we have represented power in layers moving 
from individual to organization and from instantiating to maintaining a capability, but systemic 
power does cycle back to affect individual perspective-taking. One thing to note is that the deploy-
ment of perspective-taking capability through power-based mechanisms may alter individuals’ 
experience of power. This may reinforce the capability in an interesting way: by causing those who 
have integrative goals to feel powerful when pursuing them, further motivating perspective-taking. 
As Dougherty (2001) points out, developing alternative goals such as those that support knowledge 
integration through perspective-taking does not have to signify a flaky, chaotic, risk-seeking organi-
zation. On the contrary, as theory and research on power suggest, developing what might effectively 
be regarded as high-level goals for integrating knowledge across perspectives might be a significant 
source of order in otherwise chaotic interactions between multiple communities of knowing.

Although the sociological categories of power (i.e. influence, force, domination, discipline) 
proposed by Lawrence et al. (2001) might appear to have negative connotations, Lawrence and 
colleagues explain that these power types may be employed in ways that are experienced by orga-
nizational members as ‘enabling, productive, and enjoyable’ (Lawrence et al., 2005: 187) and as 
essential to ‘getting things done’ (Lawrence et al., 2001: 629). In the present context, the use of 
power to encourage perspective-taking should not be seen as negative and repressive but rather as 
potentially enabling and socially rewarding for individuals (by encouraging mutual understanding 
and collaboration) as well as beneficial for organizations. The overall point here is that perspective-
taking is likely to be sustained and institutionalized as an organizational capability when it is given 
power, i.e. when it is nurtured by people in positions of authority and when it becomes embedded 
in organizational structures and routines.

In this part of the article, we have developed a dimensionalized view of organizational per-
spective-taking capability. We also provided some discussion of how such a capability might 
develop and why a balance of its dimensions may be important for enhanced knowledge integra-
tion. Although we provided limited insight into how perspective-taking might cross external 
organizational boundaries (e.g. research people hearing customer perspectives in Dougherty and 
Heller’s [1994] study in order to understand a marketing perspective), our primary focus is on 
perspective-taking as an intra-organizational phenomenon aimed at fostering knowledge integra-
tion for innovation.2 Whether this potential is realized in an individual firm depends upon how the 
capability develops in strength and character. In the following section, we discuss some implica-
tions of perspective-taking capability for theory and research in strategic management.

Implications for theory and research
Knowledge integration is an important yet underresearched aspect of well-known concepts 
such as absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) and ambidexterity (Benner and Tushman, 
2003). Essentially, knowledge must be integrated at the firm level before its full benefits can be 
captured in a dynamic environment. Perspective-taking is not a replacement for global concep-
tions of knowledge-related capabilities. Rather, perspective-taking supports the enactment of 
these capabilities.

Consider absorptive capacity. In their reconceptualization of the construct, Zahra and George 
(2002) noted that a critical activity for realizing the potential absorptive capacity in a firm is trans-
formation, which they defined similar to knowledge integration as ‘combining existing knowledge 
and the newly acquired or assimilated knowledge’ (p. 190). Zahra and George (2002) claim that 
the process underlying transformation is Koestler’s (1964) concept of bisociation, which involves 
the simultaneous perception of a situation in two incompatible perspectives. A detailed look at 
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bisociation suggests at least two problems with relying on it as the underlying mechanism of 
transformation. First, bisociation is not an influential concept in current cognitive or social psychol-
ogy. A recent search of ‘bisociation’ in the PsycINFO database produced six peer-reviewed citations 
within the last 30 years, none of which were to mainstream cognitive or social psychology journals 
(contrast a similar search of ‘perspective-taking’ that produced 983 total peer-reviewed citations). 
This is a problem because, as Gavetti et al. (2007) point out, enhancing future research and theory 
on organizations requires attention to underlying trends in cognitive sciences.

Second, existing evidence supports perspective-taking but not bisociation.3 Perspective-taking 
research clearly shows that, contrary to Koestler’s (1964) implication in bisociation, individuals do 
not hold two perspectives in mind as equals (e.g. Epley et al., 2004). Contemporary theories of 
grounded cognition that posit mental simulation as a core process that integrates perception 
and cognition also suggest it is unlikely that individuals can really hold two perspectives in mind 
simultaneously (Barsalou, 1999). The very premise of specialization in knowledge work suggests 
that individuals will almost never achieve the mastery required for bisociative insight in today’s 
complex innovations (cf. Koestler, 1964: 589). Perspective-taking results match findings of inno-
vation researchers that show difficulties in stepping outside one’s own perspective (Carlile, 2002; 
Dougherty, 1992; Dougherty and Heller, 1994), theories of organization that posit dominant 
coalitions (Cyert and March, 1963) and observations of strategic management theorists that 
specialization has become an important precursor to innovation (see Boland and Tenkasi, 1995; 
Grant, 1996). This difference in evidence is important because perspective-taking offers an explana-
tion of how and why knowledge integration cannot achieve consistent optimality. People are 
anchored in their own perspective, and can only step outside it to a limited extent.

Despite our hesitancy about relying specifically on bisociation as a microfoundation for knowl-
edge integration/transformation processes, we believe that Zahra and George (2002: 190) were 
very much on the right track at the organization level of analysis in their proposal that firms must 
‘recognize two apparently incongruous sets of information and then combine them to arrive at a 
new schema’. Given that what constitutes optimal knowledge integration might, in some cases, be 
highly subjective, perspective-taking offers a capability that can be aimed at knowledge integration 
by members of various perspectives who may disagree among themselves about what optimal 
knowledge integration would look like. Perspective-taking does not require equal power, equal 
weighting of views, or even agreement about weighting to be usable. Perspective-taking enhances 
Zahra and George’s (2002) important contribution to absorptive capacity literature by placing it on 
a firmer microfoundation.

Perspective-taking capability might also support the enactment of ambidexterity in organizations. 
Ambidexterity usually refers to a specific integration of exploitation and exploration in learning that 
brings together separate exploiting and exploring activities from one level of analysis ‘down’ (Raisch 
et al., 2009). However, recent research on ambidexterity extends it to the individual level of analysis. 
Mom et al. (2009) propose that a key aspect of individual-level ambidexterity in managers is that 
they host contradictions, which Mom and colleagues define as ‘the motivation and ability to be 
sensitive to, to understand, and to pursue a range of seemingly conflicting opportunities, needs, and 
goals’ (Mom et al., 2009: 813). This research finds that individual-level ambidexterity is linked to 
participation in cross-functional interfaces and connectedness across the organization (Mom et al., 
2009). Perspective-taking, as a facilitator of specific social integration (Galinsky et al., 2005), might 
serve as a natural underpinning to this sort of ambidexterity by providing a mechanism through 
which contradictions can become ‘hosted’.

It is important to note that perspective-taking does not necessarily underlie all ambidexterity. 
Even at the individual level, one can be sensitive to and pursue ‘conflicting opportunities, needs, 
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and goals’ (Mom et al., 2009: 813) without engaging in perspective-taking. Yet sensitivity to and 
especially understanding of others’ needs and goals, arguably tapped by Mom et al.’s (2009) 
measure of connectedness, seem likely to benefit from some form of perspective-taking.

Mom et al. (2009) provide a behavioral microfoundation for ambidexterity by focusing on indi-
viduals’ activities and connections. Perspective-taking provides a psychological microfoundation 
consisting of a set of mechanisms that may lead to the behaviors and network connections, and 
expands the behavioral microfoundation by offering behaviors of its own (i.e. through the inquiry 
of perceptual perspective-taking). This linking of psychological and behavioral microfoundations 
makes sense in light of research in grounded cognition, which suggests that affect, perception, 
cognition and behavior may share more common processing mechanisms than has often been 
supposed (Barrett, 2006; Barsalou, 1999, 2008; Powers, 1973). Furthermore, this linking of 
psychological microfoundations to tangible actions is important. Without such links, it will be 
difficult to really explain how, when and why capabilities develop (Felin and Foss, 2005, 2006).

As noted by Felin and Foss (2005, 2006), a crucial issue for the development of capabilities 
literature involves understanding how collective-level phenomena come to exist from individual-
level phenomena. Our approach to antecedents of perspective-taking capability suggests that 
when people believe that their own goals are served by imagining others’ perspectives, when they 
see others with whom they interact as more than superficially similar to themselves, when they 
have access to means of inquiry into others’ perspectives and are motivated to use them and when 
integrative goals are salient, perspective-taking is more likely to occur. However, this frequency 
of behavior is more likely to aggregate into a capability when force is applied to instantiate 
perspective-taking as a mechanism for knowledge integration. This capability, in turn, increases 
the likelihood that individuals will engage in interactions that result in individuals learning to 
incorporate others’ knowledge into their own. As appropriately balanced perspective-taking 
proliferates, it increases the likelihood of knowledge integration at the firm level in the form of 
innovations in processes, products, or services.

The primary pathway by which firm-level perspective-taking capability affects firm-level 
knowledge integration leads back through individuals (see causal paths noted by Felin and Foss, 
2006). Is there a way in which a firm might be said to engage in perspective-taking that produces 
a direct, firm-level effect? A possible example exists in cases where firms deliberately step out-
side themselves in order to examine another perspective. For instance, Starbucks recently devel-
oped a new concept store based on the question, ‘If you were going to open a store to compete 
with Starbucks, how would you do it?’ (Berfield, 2009). Because the initiative was specifically 
and intentionally launched by top management with a formal budget and without any deception 
of the legitimate power structure (Berfield, 2009), it does not easily fit the corporate entrepre-
neurship classifications of skunk works or retrofit (Adner and Levinthal, 2008). We suggest that 
the key to a firm-level capability with a firm-level effect is that the capability be deployed 
through the legitimate resource structure of the firm with the clear aim of creating a firm-level 
outcome (in Starbucks’ case, the aim seems to be learning about competitive strengths, weak-
nesses and its own corporate roots; Berfield, 2009). The recent example of Starbucks provides 
anecdotal support to the possibility of firm-level perspective-taking. Future research might 
attempt to learn more about such activity.

Conclusion
In positing the psychological concept of perspective-taking as a potential organizational capability, 
we have, of necessity, covered a lot of ground. Our work contributes, first and foremost, to literature 
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concerned with organizing for knowledge integration. By supplying a plausible mechanism for 
knowledge integration and theorizing a path to improve its reliability, we offer an alternative to the 
many unreliable mechanisms that have previously been observed and/or theorized (e.g. Adner and 
Levinthal, 2008; Carlile, 2002; Dougherty and Heller, 1994). We identify absorptive capacity and 
ambidexterity as other important knowledge-related capabilities that perspective-taking might 
underlie.

We also contribute to theory concerned with capabilities. Perspective-taking is a capability that 
is clearly grounded in recognized cognitive science (Gavetti et al., 2007), and addresses ‘fundamen-
tal level’ questions of individual functioning (Felin and Foss, 2005). In our dimensionalization of 
perspective-taking, we articulate a collective construct that offers richness through variability in 
both character and amount. Our discussion of antecedents shows how perspective-taking can 
increase in frequency, and our aggregating mechanism, power, shows how this activity can be 
shaped into a capability (Felin and Foss, 2005, 2006). Finally, we noted effects of perspective-
taking capability that occur through both micro- and macro-pathways.

Our articulation of perspective-taking as a potential organizational capability builds on prior 
work with both individuals and collectives, yet it is only a beginning. Many questions remain that 
could be investigated in future research. For instance, if boundary objects facilitate isolated 
perspective-taking (Boland and Tenkasi, 1995), can a perspective-taking capability facilitate more 
systematic development of boundary objects? Are there different ‘profiles’ of perspective-taking 
capabilities that can be identified from variations in the mix of dimensions? Perspective-taking is 
about specific referents, but are there archetypes of perspectives that are sufficiently common that 
they might be used in organizations to facilitate perspective-taking (e.g. customer perspectives; 
Dougherty, 2001)?

In closing, we note that perspective-taking capability, while potentially manageable, is likely to 
exhibit the stochastic qualities normally observed around routines and capabilities. Thus, any 
discussion of perspective-taking as a potentially ‘reliable’ capability to facilitate knowledge inte-
gration must take place with the understanding that perspective-taking is not a silver bullet for 
innovation or learning. We have no illusions that a perspective-taking capability can solve all of 
the many problems of coordinating knowledge (Kogut and Zander, 1996). Still, we are hopeful 
that consideration of perspective-taking might provide one way to enhance our understanding of 
and perhaps even improve knowledge integration processes that are so critical to innovation and 
learning and have proven so difficult to explain.
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Notes

1.  Research by Parker and Axtell (2001) might appear to some readers to contradict this statement. Parker 
and Axtell (2001) found that experience of a job does not directly impact the tendency to engage in 
perspective-taking, but their research did not examine the accuracy of perspective-taking.

2.  One might legitimately ask whether our conceptualization of perspective-taking capability would transfer 
to inter-organizational contexts, such as when firms engaged in an alliance require knowledge integration 
for innovation. While it might, in principle, be possible to transfer perspective-taking capability across 
the organization’s boundary, we note that the initial aggregating mechanism might have to be based 
on influence in such a situation, rather than force (Lawrence et al., 2005). We agree with Lawrence et al. 
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(2005) that relying on influence might be expected to result in a much weaker aggregation. Such contexts 
might also restrict the range of systemic power options for sustaining a perspective-taking capability. 
Lawrence et al. (2001) suggest that a combination of influence and discipline might aid institutionaliza-
tion in some inter-organizational contexts, but it seems to us that this would constitute a more difficult 
path compared to the intra-organizational mechanism specified by Lawrence et al. (2005).

3.  Any criticism of Koestler’s (1964) work today must take into account that Koestler was writing at the 
dawn of the cognitive revolution in psychology. Indeed, Koestler (1964: 18) realized that he had probably 
not nailed the mechanism precisely.
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